CHRONOGRAPH CAL. OS 10
INSTRUCTIONS

ANALOG QUARTZ CAL. OS 10

FEATURES: This chronograph is a multi-display-watch featuring a stopwatch function and a calendar.

BATTERY LIFE: Approx. 2 years (24 hours chronograph operation per day)

BATTERY REPLACEMENT: As the battery in your watch is a monitor battery inserted at the factory, its actual life once in your possession may be less than the specified period. If the battery runs down, be sure to remove it as soon as possible. Do not leave the old battery inside the watch.

BATTERY TYPE: RW 399/SR 927

ACCURACY: +/- 20 sec./month ( worn under normal circumstance)

FUNCTION

Chronograph
1/1 sec. basis
(up to 11 hours, 59 min., 59 sec.) Calendar

A. Operating chronograph
   Button A: Start/Stop
   Button B: Reset

B. Chronograph zero reset
   1. Pull crown to second click position (chrono second hand returns to zero position).
   2. Push button A to set chrono second hand to 12:00 (zero) position.
   3. Return crown to normal position.
   4. Push button B to check zero reset.

Watches using these instructions:

3751-xx  3756-xx  3763-xx  3772-xx  3779-xx
3753-xx  3759-xx  3766-xx  3773-xx  3780-xx
3755-xx  3762-xx  3767-xx  3776-xx  3794-xx